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1 INTRODUCTION

Research on explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) has investigated a variety of approaches to explaining the complex

behavior of a machine learning model. One simple and straightforward approach is to show which parts of an input

(i.e., which features) are most influential. Such explanations are referred to as feature importance explanations. Different

algorithms and visualizations have been developed to generate feature importance explanations [2, 31, 34, 45, 50]. Such

explanations have been empirically shown to improve a user’s performance in a variety of tasks, such as AI-assisted

decision-making [2, 31].

Despite promising results, studies on feature importance explanations have not tackled an important problem—

syntactically simple explanations (e.g., “feature 𝑥 plays an important role in predicting category 𝑦”) can still be puzzling

or counterintuitive. For example, prior XAI research has found that having asthma lowers the risk of death among

pneumonia patients [13]; that the word “Chicago” is a strong indicator of a Chicago hotel review being fake [30]; and

that words like “host” and “posting” have a stronger association with Atheism than Christianity in a topical classification
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task [44, 45]. In these cases, features that are deemed “important” by a model may not immediately make sense to

humans. Most XAI approaches that focus on feature importance do not further explain why a feature is important.

We use the term unintuitive features to describe this phenomenon. Unintuitive features are predictive from a

model’s perspective but are at odds with human intuition and common sense. An important question is: What makes

a feature unintuitive? There are at least two possibilities. First, a predictive feature may be unintuitive because of

anomalies in the training data, especially when training data is sparse and the feature is predictive due to overfitting.

Second, a predictive feature may be unintuitive because it represents an underlying phenomenon that is not obvious

to a human by simply seeing an explanation such as “feature 𝑥 is predictive of category 𝑦”. For example, within the

context of automotive product reviews, the word “fit” (a seemingly positive word) is predictive of negative sentiment.

At first, this seems paradoxical. It even seems that the classifier learned an incorrect association. However, this is

not the case. The word “fit” predicts negative sentiment because people tend to use it when the product did not “fit”.

Conversely, people do not use “fit” in positive reviews because a product “fitting” is a minimum requirement unworthy

of mentioning in a positive review. In our research, we focus on the second category and not the first. That is, we focus

on features that are: (1) predictive from a model’s perspective, (2) generalizable to test data, and (3) unintuitive to a

human.

Prior work has mostly focused on algorithms that can translate a complex model’s predictive behavior into syn-

tactically simple forms [34, 45, 46, 49, 50], which is a necessary but not sufficient condition for algorithm-generated

explanations to make sense to humans. Most studies that have evaluated feature importance explanations have assumed

that syntactically simple explanations are self-explanatory. Lai et al. [30] touched upon this issue to some extent (e.g.,

using manually curated rules to further explain why words like “Chicago” are predictive of a Chicago hotel review

being fake). However, they did not provide an algorithmic solution for generating further explanations.

Explaining unintuitive features is an important problem in XAI research. Prior studies have found that unintuitive

explanations can make users lose trust in a machine learning model [10, 14, 38, 42]. Additionally, if left unexplained,

users may hypothesize wrong reasons for why an unintuitive feature is predictive. Schuff et al. [47] randomly highlighted

words within reviews as being predictive of a sentiment. Results found that participants made up their own incorrect

explanations for why those words were predictive. Thus, explaining unintuitive features may improve users’ trust in a

model and help them learn about the predictive task.

In this paper, we take initial steps toward addressing the issue of unintuitive features in XAI. As a case study, we focus

on a sentiment classification task—predicting whether an Amazon product review is positive or negative. It is a task

that can be performed by ordinary crowdworkers and machine learning models can perform reasonably well on, and

therefore unintuitive features are not due to overfitting. We identified words that are predictive of a specific sentiment

but likely to be perceived as unintuitive or paradoxical to a human. For example, the word “problems” (a seemingly

negative word) is predictive of positive sentiment and the word “fit” (a seemingly positive word) is predictive of negative

sentiment. We report on a crowdsourced user study (𝑁 = 300) that evaluated different tools designed to explain the

predictiveness of an unintuitive feature. Participants were assigned to one of six interface conditions (a between-subjects

design). Interface conditions varied based on the tools available to participants. The study investigated three research

questions, which considered the effects of the interface condition on different types of dependent variables:

● RQ1: How does the interface condition affect participants’ understanding of an unintuitive feature’s predictiveness?

● RQ2: How does the interface condition affect participants’ perceptions of the provided tools and their experiences?

● RQ3: How does the interface condition affect participants’ behaviors during different tasks?
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The study proceeded in two phases. Phase 1 of the study validated our assumption that the level of (un)intuitiveness

of a predictive feature in sentiment classification can be computationally estimated. During Phase 1, participants were

shown a batch of predictive features (i.e., words) and asked to judge which sentiment they expected the word to convey:

positive, negative, or “not sure”. These judgments were found to strongly correlate with those made by a large language

model. Phase 2 of the study investigated the above three research questions. During Phase 2, participants completed

four trials. During each trial, participants were shown a predictive but unintuitive word and asked to complete different

judgments and tasks using the tools available in their assigned interface condition. We explored three different tools: (1)

a visualization of the sentiment label distribution among training instances containing the word, (2) training examples

of either sentiment containing the word, and (3) contextual patterns minded from training examples of either sentiment

containing the word.

Our results found that participants had the best outcomes when provided with a combination of tools (data distribution

+ examples or contextual patterns). When provided with only the data distribution tool, participants were able to correctly

judge the sentiment of the unintuitive features. However, they did not perceive the tool to be understandable, helpful,

nor trustworthy. Seeing concrete examples and contextual patterns helped participants explain why an unintuitive

feature is predictive. Through the case study, our paper contributes practical tools and design implications for explaining

predictive yet unintuitive features, an important but underexplored area in XAI research.

2 RELATEDWORK

Our research builds upon three areas of prior work: (1) technical approaches for explaining a model’s predictions,

particularly feature importance approaches, (2) prior studies where machine-generated explanations were found to be

unintuitive or puzzling, and (3) empirical studies that evaluated XAI systems through user experiments.

Feature Importance Explanations: Explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) research has explored a wide range of

approaches to help people understand a machine learning model’s predictions. For example, to explain a prediction for

a specific instance, approaches can highlight which features of the instance are the most indicative of the predicted

label [34, 45, 46, 50], which training instances are the most influential in teaching the model to predict the label for this

instance [27, 40, 53], and which training instances are most similar to the target instance and have the same ground

truth label as the prediction [9, 52]. Among these approaches, feature importance (or feature attribution) explanations

are highly popular. Such explanations highlight which parts of the input (e.g., words, sentences, superpixels) are most

indicative of the predicted label [34, 45, 46, 50].

In XAI research, explanations can be categorized as either global or local. Global explanations provide insights about

the overall behavior of the model, while local explanations elucidate a model’s predictions on individual instances [17].

This distinction also applies to feature importance explanations. Global feature importance explanations show a feature’s

overall impact in the model’s prediction logic, which is typically learned from the entire training data. These explanations

highlight which features have the most influence on the model’s predictions across a wide range of inputs [16]. Some

machine learning models have mechanisms that can be leveraged for showing global feature importance, such as the

coefficients from a support vector machine model [30, 31] or logistic regression model [7, 12]. In our study, we trained

logistic regression classifiers and used regression coefficients to identify predictive (i.e., important) features. Compared

to global explanations, local feature importance explanations are more intricate because they explain the importance of

features for a specific instance. These explanations demonstrate why a model made a certain prediction for a given input.

Prior research has developed different algorithms to compute feature importance locally, e.g., LIME [45], Integrated

Gradients [50], and SHAP [34]. Despite their differences, global and local feature importance methods share the same
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syntax: “feature 𝑥 plays an important role in predicting label 𝑦 for a specific instance or any label 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌 across instances”

and assume that users can understand a model’s prediction based on certain important features. However, studies have

found that this assumption is not always true. That is, users are sometimes confused after learning which features play

an important role. We discuss such studies below.

The Phenomenon of Unintuitive Explanations: Machine-generated explanations are intended to help users

understand a model’s behavior. However, such explanations are not guaranteed to always make sense to users. The

phenomenon of unintuitive explanations is not rare in previous empirical studies. For example, Qu et al. [42] conducted

a study in which participants scrutinized a document’s machine-predicted categories by inspecting the most influential

sentences, highlighted by the system. Participants commented on ignoring such explanations when they could not

understand why the sentences were important. Unclear explanations can also have undesirable consequences for

domain experts. In a study where pathologists completed a diagnostic task assisted by example-based explanations,

participants exhibited confusion and self-doubt when they did not understand or agree with the explanations [9].

Prior studies have also observed unintuitive feature importance explanations. For example, studies have reported

unexpected regression coefficients in analyses related to econometrics [18, 26], psychology [25], and education [35].

More recently, XAI research has reported predictive but unintuitive features in the medical domain (e.g., patients with

pneumonia who have a history of asthma have a lower risk of death) [13] and text analysis domain (e.g., the word

“Chicago” is a strong predictor of a review being fake) [30]. One solution to addressing unintuitive features is to consider

feature interactions instead of single features [4, 22, 51]. However, feature interaction explanations can only resolve

simple unintuitive cases such as negation because they focus on interactions between pairs of features [4, 22]. Text

analysis often involves predicting complex phenomena (e.g., topic, sentiment, and intent). Such phenomena are abstract

and can be influenced by patterns that go beyond pairwise interactions between words. This inspires us to develop tools

to explain unintuitive text features in more complex situations by mining semantic patterns from the training data.

Empirical Studies in XAI: Evaluating XAI systems with human end-users gives direct evidence on the effectiveness

of explanations in a concrete task scenario [17, 55]. To this end, numerous empirical studies have been conducted to

investigate human-XAI interaction using a variety of tasks across different domains such as sentiment analysis [2], topic

categorization [42], deceptive review detection [30], disease diagnosis [10], and toxicity detection [12]. To gauge the

effects of XAI systems on human end-users, previous research conducted both quantitative and qualitative evaluations.

Quantitative evaluations often measured end-users’ (1) performance (e.g., decision accuracy [2, 10, 12, 30, 42]), (2)

perceptions (e.g., confidence [10, 15], understanding [9, 42] and trust [10, 30]), and (3) behaviors (e.g., time spent on

task [10, 12, 42]). Besides quantitative evaluations, prior studies have also used qualitative techniques to gain deeper

insights into human-XAI interaction, such as conducting exit interviews with participants [10, 15, 42] or using a

think-aloud protocol [6, 14, 38]. In our study, we collected both quantitative and qualitative data to investigate whether

our developed tools helped participants understand the predictiveness of an unintuitive feature.

3 METHODS

3.1 Study Overview

To investigate RQ1-RQ3, we conducted a crowdsourced study using the Prolific platform. The study involved 300

participants (𝑀 = 116, 𝐹 = 183,𝑈𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 1). Participants’ ages ranged from 18 to 63 (𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 35.41, 𝑆.𝐷. = 11.92).
We restricted our study to English-speaking Prolific workers from USA, UK, and Canada who had completed at least
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100 tasks with an acceptance rate ≥ 95% and had experience in online shopping and review writing. The study involved

two phases: Phase 1 and Phase 2.

During Phase 1, participants were shown a list of 10 words. For each word, participants were asked to indicate which

sentiment they expected the word to convey: “positive”, “negative” or “not sure”. Phase 1 used the same interface for

all participants. Our goal for Phase 1 was to investigate whether an LLM-based zero-shot classifier can automatically

estimate the (un)intuitiveness of a word that is predictive of positive or negative sentiment in product reviews. Each

word was redundantly classified by five participants. This enabled us to compare the level of disagreement among

participants with the level of (un)intuitiveness estimated using the LLM-based zero-shot classifier.

During Phase 2, participants completed four trials. During each trial, participants were shown a predictive yet

unintuitive feature and were asked to complete several tasks and answer several questions (e.g., judge whether the

feature is predictive of positive or negative sentiment). While Phase 1 used the same interface for all participants,

Phase 2 involved an interface manipulation. Participants were assigned to 1 of 6 interface conditions (50 participants

per condition). Interface conditions varied based on the combination of different tools that we designed to explain

the predictiveness of an unintuitive feature (Section 3.5). After completing all four trials, participants completed a

questionnaire that asked about their perceptions of the system and their experiences (Section 3.7). Participants were

given US$ 6.00 for participation. The study was approved by our Institutional Review Board (IRB).

3.2 Identifying and Explaining Unintuitive Features in Sentiment Classification

Dataset and Models: The data used in our study originated from Ni et al. [37], which consists of Amazon product

reviews of various product categories. We selected five product categories: Automotive, Electronics, Pet Supplies,

Home and Kitchen, and Sports and Outdoors. In the original dataset, each review had a 5-star rating. We used reviews

with 1 star as negative and 5 stars as positive. For each product category, we trained a logistic regression classifier

using a balanced dataset of 200,000 reviews. All classifiers used a unigram TF-IDF representation with stopwords

removed [3, 39]. Each classifier was tested on a balanced dataset of 10,000 reviews from the same product category. All

classifiers achieved an F1 score ≥ 0.90.
Identifying Predictive Features: Unigram feature importance explanations are widely used in prior XAI re-

search [28, 30, 36]. In this study, we identified predictive features in the above logistic regression classifiers. For each

product category, we selected the 200 words with the highest coefficients as the most predictive of positive sentiment

(denoted as 𝒮+) and the 200 words with the lowest coefficients as the most predictive of negative sentiment (denoted as

𝒮−). Words shown to participants during Phase 1 and Phase 2 were sampled from these sets.

Estimating the (Un)intuitiveness of a Predictive Feature: Predictive features can have different levels of

(un)intuitiveness. For example, it is obvious why “great” is predictive of positive sentiment and “terrible” is predictive

of negative sentiment. However, it is unclear why “problems” (a seemingly negative word) is predictive of positive

sentiment and “fit” (a seemingly positive word) is predictive of negative sentiment. One approach to estimating the

(un)intuitiveness of a word-sentiment relation would be through human assessment. However, this requires significant

manual effort. Instead, we leveraged a large language model (LLM) to estimate whether a word-sentiment relation

might be perceived as (un)intuitive to humans.

The basic idea is to use an LLM to approximate a human’s perception that a word 𝑤 conveys a sentiment 𝑦. We

used an LLM called BART [33]. BART can predict the probability that one piece of text logically entails another. In this

respect, it can be used as a classifier when one piece of text is the input and the other is the textual description of a

candidate label (e.g., positive or negative sentiment). In this setup, the LLM is used as a “zero-shot classifier” because it
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does not require training data [54]. To estimate the (un)intuitiveness of a word-sentiment relation, we used the prompt

“In Amazon reviews of [CATEGORY] products, word 𝑤 is 𝑦” and asked the zero-shot classifier to predict the

probabilities of class labels 𝑦 = [“positive”, “negative”] for word𝑤 .
1
We use 𝑃𝑧(𝑦⋃︀𝑤) to denote the probability that word

𝑤 conveys sentiment 𝑦 according to the zero-shot classifier. A large value of 𝑃𝑧(𝑦 = 𝑝𝑜𝑠 ⋃︀𝑤) suggests that𝑤 is intuitively

predictive of positive sentiment. A large value of 𝑃𝑧(𝑦 = 𝑛𝑒𝑔⋃︀𝑤) = 1 − 𝑃𝑧(𝑦 = 𝑝𝑜𝑠 ⋃︀𝑤) suggests that 𝑤 is intuitively

predictive of negative sentiment. Values close to 0.5 suggest that𝑤 is not intuitively associated with either positive

or negative sentiment. By adopting this approach, we assume that the zero-shot classifier approximates a human’s

perception that word𝑤 conveys sentiment 𝑦. Phase 1 of our user study validated this assumption (Section 4.1).

Explaining Unintuitive Features:We developed three different tools to explain the relation between a word𝑤 and

a sentiment 𝑦. Our tools explained a word’s association with both sentiment labels (i.e., positive and negative). During

Phase 2, participants were asked to scrutinize both associations and choose the one that made the most sense to them.

The first tool, Distribution, was designed to show posterior probabilities 𝑃𝐷(𝑦 = 𝑝𝑜𝑠 ⋃︀𝑤) and 𝑃𝐷(𝑦 = 𝑛𝑒𝑔⋃︀𝑤),
inspired by prior work [28]. These probabilities were estimated based on the proportion of positive and negative reviews

containing word𝑤 in the training data 𝐷 . We used a pie chart to visualize these probabilities.

The second tool, Example, was designed to show training examples where 𝑤 and 𝑦 co-occur, another common

approach in prior work [30]. We sampled 25 positive and 25 negative reviews containing𝑤 from the training data.

The third tool, Pattern, was designed to show contextual patterns where𝑤 and 𝑦 co-occur. Contextual patterns are

common phrases of variable lengths that appear in the training data. For example, the word “minutes” has positive

contextual patterns such as “5 minutes to install” and negative contextual patterns such as “broke within minutes”. To

show contextual patterns for word𝑤 and sentiment 𝑦, we developed a contextual pattern mining algorithm, a novel

contribution of this work. Given word𝑤 and sentiment 𝑦, the algorithm identifies common and diverse patterns (i.e.,

phrases) 𝑝 in the training data that satisfy two conditions: (1) pattern 𝑝 contains word𝑤 and (2) 𝑃𝑧(𝑦⋃︀𝑝) is large (i.e.,
phase 𝑝 clearly predicts sentiment 𝑦 according to the zero-shot classifier). We describe the algorithm below.

Given word𝑤 and sentiment 𝑦, the first step is to find candidate contextual patterns that include𝑤 and are predictive

of 𝑦. To this end, we first iterate over all training instances associated with sentiment 𝑦 that contain word𝑤 . For each

instance, we consider phrases of increasing length by adding words to the left and right of𝑤 . We limit ourselves to

phrases no longer than five words to the left and right of𝑤 . For each newly-generated phrase, we use the zero-shot

classifier to estimate 𝑃𝑧(𝑦⋃︀𝑝), the probability that the phrase 𝑝 is predictive of sentiment 𝑦. The shortest phrase 𝑝

that gives 𝑃𝑧(𝑦⋃︀𝑝) > 0.8 (if any) is then considered a candidate contextual pattern for 𝑤 and 𝑦. The next step is to

select a small set of candidate contextual patterns to show for𝑤 and 𝑦. Inspired by the maximal marginal relevance

(MMR) algorithm [11], we select the most frequent pattern first. Then, we iteratively select patterns that are both

frequent and semantically dissimilar to previously selected patterns. To measure semantic similarity, we used cosine

similarity between phrase embeddings computed by a transformer-based encoder [43]. This selection process ensured

that participants were exposed to contextual patterns that are both predictive of 𝑦 and diverse. Table 1 shows example

positive and negative contextual patterns mined for words that were estimated as unintuitive by the zero-shot classifier.

3.3 Experimental Design

In this section, we describe howwords were sampled for Phase 1 and Phase 2. Our goal of Phase 1was to validate the use

of a zero-shot classifier to estimate the (un)intuitiveness of a feature that is predictive of positive or negative sentiment.

1

We used the implementation in the HuggingFace library: https://huggingface.co/tasks/zero-shot-classification.
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Table 1. Examples of contextual patterns mined for unintuitive words. Words like “problems” and “minutes” are estimated to be

unintuitively positive, while words like “star” and “money” are estimated to be unintuitively negative.

Word Positive contextual patterns Negative contextual patterns

problems no more problems, without any problems problems with, problems since

minutes 5 minutes to install, installs in minutes broke within minutes, didn’t last 5 minutes

star star rating, 5 star, star product one star, half star, negative star

money worth the money, good value for money waste of money, want my money back

During Phase 1, we wanted to expose participants to predictive words with different levels of (un)intuitiveness. For

each product category, we used the zero-shot classifier to estimate 𝑃𝑧(𝑦 = 𝑝𝑜𝑠 ⋃︀𝑤) for every word in sets 𝒮+ and 𝒮− (i.e.,

predictive of positive and negative according to the logistic regression model). We only estimated 𝑃𝑧(𝑦 = 𝑝𝑜𝑠 ⋃︀𝑤) since
𝑃𝑧(𝑦 = 𝑛𝑒𝑔⋃︀𝑤) = 1 − 𝑃𝑧(𝑦 = 𝑝𝑜𝑠 ⋃︀𝑤). Then, we sampled 120 words associated with different levels of (un)intuitiveness

using stratified sampling. These 120 words were organized into 12 batches of 10 words each. Each batch was redundantly

judged by five participants. These redundant judgements were used to estimate 𝑃𝑢(𝑦⋃︀𝑤), the probability that word𝑤

predicts sentiment 𝑦 according to human users. As described in Section 4.1, a significant correlation between 𝑃𝑢(𝑦⋃︀𝑤)
and 𝑃𝑧(𝑦⋃︀𝑤) validated our use of a zero-shot classifier to estimate the (un)intuitiveness of a predictive feature.

During Phase 2, our goal was to investigate how different tools can help people understand the predictiveness of

an unintuitive feature. For each product category, we sampled 40 words from sets 𝒮+ and 𝒮− as follows. First, we

excluded words sampled for Phase 1. Then, we sampled words that met the following criteria. First, we included words

with 𝑃𝑧(𝑦 = 𝑝𝑜𝑠 ⋃︀𝑤) < 0.2 from set 𝒮+. These are words that are paradoxically predictive of positive (e.g., the word

“problems” being predictive of positive). Second, we included words with 𝑃𝑧(𝑦 = 𝑝𝑜𝑠 ⋃︀𝑤) > 0.8 from set 𝒮−. These are
words that are paradoxically predictive of negative (e.g., the word “fit” being predictive of negative). Third, we included

words with 0.2 ≤ 𝑃𝑧(𝑦 = 𝑝𝑜𝑠 ⋃︀𝑤) ≤ 0.8 from sets 𝒮+ and 𝒮−. These are words that are unintuitive regardless of which
sentiment they are predictive of. Finally, during Phase 2, participants were asked whether an AI system should consider

the word as strong predictive evidence of sentiment. Therefore, we only included words that resulted in a statistically

significant drop in performance if omitted from a logistic regression model. For each product category, each sample of

40 words was organized into 10 batches of 4 words each (2 from 𝒮+ and 2 from 𝒮−). Each batch was completed by six

participants, each in a different interface condition. Sixty participants were assigned to each product category. More

details of the study task allocation are available in Appendix A.

3.4 Study Protocol

The study protocol proceeded as follows. First, participants watched an overview video of the study. Then, participants

completed Phase 1 of the study as follows. After watching an instructional video, participants were presented with a

batch of 10 words and were instructed to judge the sentiment conveyed by each word. Participants were presented with

the following prompt: “Think about Amazon reviews for [Category] products. Which sentiment is each word more

likely to convey?” Participants were instructed to select the sentiment of each word based solely on their intuition.

Participants were presented with the options of “positive, “negative”, and “not sure”.

Next, participants proceeded to Phase 2 of the study. During Phase 2, participants completed four trials. During each

trial, participants were exposed to an unintuitive feature and were asked to complete a series of judgments. While Phase

1 used the same interface for all participants, Phase 2 involved an interface manipulation. Participants were assigned to

one of six interface conditions (a between-subjects design). Interface conditions varied based on the tools available to
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participants. For each word, participants were asked to complete a series of judgments. First, participants were asked

to judge the sentiment of the word. Participants used a range slider to indicate their perceived sentiment from very

negative to very positive. The range slider did not have a midpoint. Therefore, participants had to choose between

positive or negative. However, they could choose values close to the midpoint if they were unsure. Second, participants

were prompted to list scenarios in which the word might be used to convey the selected sentiment. Participants were

instructed that “scenarios can be phrases, sentences, or explanations based on your personal understanding.” Participants

were provided with a textbox to list scenarios as a bulleted list. Third, participants were asked to rate their confidence

in their responses to the first two tasks on a 5-point scale. Next, participants were asked whether the AI system should

consider the word as strong evidence of the sentiment they selected. Participants were asked to respond “yes” or

“no” using radio buttons. Given that all words sampled for Phase 2 were highly predictive, resulting in statistically

significant drops in performance if omitted, the correct answer was always “yes”. However, participants did not know

this. Then, participants were asked to rate their confidence in their response to the above question on a 5-point scale.

After all four Phase 2 trials, participants were presented with a side-by-side comparison between the AI system’s

judgment of each word (based on regression coefficients) and their own judgment. Finally, participants completed a

post-task questionnaire about their perceptions of the interface and the task. Our study materials and system demos are

available online.

3.5 Phase 2 Interface Conditions

In Phase 2, participants were randomly assigned to one of six interface conditions (i.e., a between-subjects design).

Interface conditions varied based on the tools available to participants. Participants answered the same questions in all

interface conditions. Figure 1 describes the layout of the interface (A) and our three tools (B-D). More details of the

interface are available in Appendix B.

Questions
Tools
(B) / (C) / (D)

Negative
Examples

Positive
Examples

(B) : Example

pos

neg

Negative
Patterns

Positive
Patterns

(A) (C) : Pattern (D) : Distribution

Fig. 1. Phase 2 interface design. Questions and tools (if any) were displayed side-by-side (A). Visual representations of our tools are

shown in subfigures B-D.

Baseline: In this condition, no tools were provided. Participants made judgments based solely on their intuition.

Example (Figure 1-B): In this condition, we randomly sampled 25 positive and 25 negative reviews from the

training data containing the word to be judged.

Pattern (Figure 1-C): In this condition, we used the contextual pattern mining algorithm (Section 3.2) to display

positive and negative contextual patterns associated with the word to be judged. We displayed up to five contextual

patterns per sentiment and provided three sampled reviews per pattern-sentiment pair.

Distribution (Figure 1-D): In this condition, we provided the sentiment label distribution of training instances

containing the word to be judged.

Example+Distribution: In this condition, participants had access to both lists of reviews and label distribution

(i.e., both (B) and (D) in Figure 1). Compared to the Example condition, this condition also displayed the number of
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positive and negative reviews containing the word. Lists of reviews were shown by default, and participants could use

radio buttons to switch between tools.

Pattern+Distribution: In this condition, participants had access to both contextual patterns and label distribution

(i.e., both (C) and (D) in Figure 1). Compared to the Pattern condition, this condition also displayed the number of

reviews associated with each contextual pattern. Contextual patterns were shown by default, and participants could

use radio buttons to switch between tools.

3.6 Measures of Understanding (RQ1)

In RQ1, we investigated the effects of the interface condition on participants’ understanding of a predictive but

unintuitive feature. We measured participants’ understanding from three perspectives.

Correctness of Sentiment Judgment: This binary measure considered whether a participant’s judgment of a

word’s sentiment (i.e., positive vs. negative) aligned with the logistic regression classifier.

Correctness of Feature Consideration: This binary measure considered: (1) whether the participant’s judgment

of the word’s sentiment (i.e., positive vs. negative) aligned with the logistic regression classifier and (2) whether the

participant correctly indicated that the AI system should consider the word as strong evidence. Based on an ablation

analysis, the correct answer for words sampled for Phase 2 was always “yes” (i.e., the AI system should consider the

word as strong evidence). However, participants did not know this.

Correctness of Listed Scenarios: This measure considered the proportion of valid scenarios that participants listed

to support their selected sentiment. To this end, we conducted a qualitative analysis of scenarios listed by participants.

Each scenario was classified as “valid” if it met the following three criteria: (1) the scenario is relevant to the context

of product reviews; (2) the scenario includes the word being judged; and (3) the scenario is relevant to the sentiment

selected by the participant. Our qualitative analysis of scenarios involved developing a coding guide. After developing

an initial coding guide, three of the authors annotated 30 lists of scenarios. Then, the authors discussed disagreements

and refined the coding guide. Finally, to validate the coding guide, the same three authors annotated 30 new lists of

scenarios. The Fleiss’ Kappa agreement was 𝜅 = 0.5816, which is considered moderate agreement [32]. Finally, one

author coded all remaining scenarios. In total, participants listed 3,447 scenarios.

3.7 Measures of Perceptions (RQ2)

In RQ2, we investigated the effects of the interface condition on participants’ perceptions of the interface and their

experiences. Our first two measures are referred to as Confidence in Sentiment Judgment and Confidence in

Feature Consideration. The first measure corresponds to the participant’s confidence in judging the sentiment of a

word and listing scenarios in which the word might be used to convey the selected sentiment. The second measure

corresponds to the participant’s confidence in deciding whether the AI system should consider the word as strong

predictive evidence. In both cases, participants rated their confidence on a 5-point scale ranging from (1) “not at all

confident” to (5) “extremely confident”.

After all four trials in Phase 2, participants completed a post-task questionnaire. Participants responded to agreement

statements on a 7-point scale ranging from (1) “strongly disagree” to (7) “strong agree”. The first part of the questionnaire

asked four questions about: (1) agreement with the AI system’s judgement of all four words, (2) understanding of

the AI system’s judgements and explanations, (3) helpfulness of the tools provided, and (4) trust in the AI system’s

effectiveness in predicting sentiment. The second part of the questionnaire asked about system usability. We used

the 10-item System Usability Scale (SUS) [5]. Responses to all 10 items had high internal consistency (Cronbach’s
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𝛼 = 0.91). Therefore, we averaged responses to these 10 items to form one system usability measure. The third part

of the questionnaire asked about workload. We used the 6-item NASA-TLX [20]. Responses to these items had low

internal consistency (Cronbach’s 𝛼 = 0.45). Therefore, we analyzed responses to these 6 items individually.

3.8 Measures of Behaviors (RQ3)

In RQ3, we investigated the effects of the interface condition on participants’ behaviors. We considered three measures.

Intensity in Sentiment Judgment: This binary measure considered whether a participant made an extreme positive

or negative judgment by choosing either the rightmost or leftmost positions on the range slider.

Time Interval (sentiment judgment): This measure considered the amount of time (in seconds) participants took

to judge the sentiment of a word.

Time Interval (all questions): This measure considered the total amount of time (in seconds) participants took to

answer all questions related to a word.

3.9 Statistical Analysis

RQ1-RQ3 considered the effects of the interface condition on different types of outcomes. To test for statistically

significant effects, we fit linear regression models for real-valued measures and logistic regression models for binary

measures. Additionally, some measures involved four values originating from the four Phase 2 trials. For such measures,

we used multi-level modeling and added the participant ID as a random factor. In all models, we compared interface

conditions against the Baseline condition to study the effects of providing any tools for explaining unintuitive features

versus providing none. Non-Baseline conditions were included in each model as indicator variables.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Validating the Use of an LLM-based Zero-shot Classifier to Estimate Feature (Un)intuitiveness

In our study, we leveraged an LLM-based zero-shot classifier to estimate whether a predictive feature is perceived as

(un)intuitive to a human. This approach assumes that the LLM can approximate a human’s intuition about the relation

between a word and a sentiment. To validate this assumption, we compared 𝑃𝑧(𝑦 = 𝑝𝑜𝑠 ⋃︀𝑤) and 𝑃𝑢(𝑦 = 𝑝𝑜𝑠 ⋃︀𝑤) across
all 600 unique words judged during Phase 1. 𝑃𝑧(𝑦 = 𝑝𝑜𝑠 ⋃︀𝑤) denotes the probability that word 𝑤 predicts positive

according to the zero-shot classifier. 𝑃𝑢(𝑦 = 𝑝𝑜𝑠 ⋃︀𝑤) denotes the probability that word𝑤 predicts positive according to

our participants. During Phase 1, each word𝑤 was judged by five redundant participants using the options of “positive”,

“negative”, or “not sure”. We estimated 𝑃𝑢(𝑦 = 𝑝𝑜𝑠 ⋃︀𝑤) using the formula: 𝑃𝑢(𝑦 = 𝑝𝑜𝑠 ⋃︀𝑤) = 1⋅𝑛𝑝𝑜𝑠+0.5⋅𝑛𝑛𝑠+0⋅𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑔
5

. We use

𝑛𝑝𝑜𝑠 , 𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑔 , and 𝑛𝑛𝑠 to denote the number of participants who selected “positive”, “negative” and “not sure” for word

𝑤 , respectively. Essentially, this formula does a weighted aggregation of participants’ judgments. Then, we computed

the Pearson correlation coefficient (𝜌) between 𝑃𝑧(𝑦 = 𝑝𝑜𝑠 ⋃︀𝑤) and 𝑃𝑢(𝑦 = 𝑝𝑜𝑠 ⋃︀𝑤). The result showed a significant

correlation (𝜌 = 0.9125, 𝑝 < .001). This high and significant correlation suggests that an LLM-based zero-shot classifier

can estimate the extent to which a word-sentiment relation will be perceived as (un)intuitive to a human. More broadly,

it suggests the possibility of using an LLM as a “surrogate average user” to automatically detect situations where XAI

outputs are not self-explanatory and further explanations are warranted.
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4.2 RQ1: Understanding

In RQ1, we investigated the effects of different interface conditions on participants’ understanding of the predictiveness

of an unintuitive feature. Figure 2 shows our RQ1 results. Our results found three main trends.

First, in the Baseline condition, participants achieved 50% accuracy in terms of “correctness of sentiment judgement”

and 25% accuracy in terms of “correctness of feature consideration”. In both cases, performance was not better than

random guessing. Without our tools, only half of participants judged a word’s sentiment correctly. Of these, only half

correctly indicated that the model should consider the feature as strong predictive evidence. This result confirms that

features selected for Phase 2 indeed appeared unintuitive to participants. As a result, in the Baseline condition, their

judgments approximated random guessing.

Second, all interface conditions, except the Example condition, had significant effects on participants making

more correct sentiment judgments. All interface conditions, except the Pattern condition, had significant effects on

participants making more correct feature consideration judgments. However, when participants had access to the

label distribution in the other three interface conditions, they made significantly more correct judgments in both

questions. Compared to providing a single tool, providing a combination of tools (i.e., the Example+Distribution and

Pattern+Distribution conditions) was the best approach.

Third, compared to the Baseline condition, participants having access to concrete explanations in the Example and

Pattern conditions were significantly more likely to list valid scenarios. Conversely, participants had difficulty listing

valid scenarios in the Distribution condition, where they were only shown the label distribution. Moreover, showing

grouped examples had greater effects than ungrouped examples—the Pattern+Distribution condition significantly

increased the chance of participants listing valid scenarios but the Example+Distribution condition did not.
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Fig. 2. Effects of different interface conditions on participants’ understanding with means and 95% confidence intervals. The star

mark highlights interface conditions with statistically significant effects (𝑝 < .05) compared to the Baseline condition.

4.3 RQ2: Perceptions

In RQ2, we investigated the effects of different interface conditions on participants’ perceptions of the provided tools

and their experiences. Figure 3 shows our RQ2 results. The interface condition did not have significant effects on any

workload measures. Thus, the corresponding plots are omitted. Our results found four main trends.

First, none of our interface conditions helped participants achieve higher confidence in sentiment judgment and

feature consideration in general. Even though participants were able to make more correct judgments in certain interface

conditions, their confidence was close to the midpoint (i.e., moderately confident) in all cases. This result implies that

our tools did not significantly increase participants’ confidence when making these judgments.
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Fig. 3. Effects of different interface conditions on participants’ perceptions with means and 95% confidence intervals. The star mark

highlights interface conditions with statistical significance (𝑝 < .05) compared to the Baseline condition.

Second, compared to the Baseline condition, the Distribution condition did not significantly improve participants’

perceptions. Interestingly, participants made significantly more correct judgments in the Distribution condition (RQ1

results). This contrast suggests that while the label distribution could persuade participants to make objectively correct

judgments, it was not subjectively perceived as understandable, helpful, or trustworthy.

Third, the Example+Distribution and Pattern+Distribution conditions significantly improved participants’

perceptions across all measures except the confidence measure. These conditions with two tools might provide a more

comprehensive view of word-sentiment relations than conditions with only one tool. It also demonstrates the necessity

of providing more concrete explanations in addition to only showing the label distribution.

Finally, none of the interface conditions had effects on workload measures compared to the Baseline condition. This

implies that our tools improved participants’ performance without increasing workload.

4.4 RQ3: Behaviors

In RQ3, we investigated the effects of different interface conditions on participants’ behaviors during different tasks.

Figure 4 shows our RQ3 results. Our results found two main trends.

First, across all interface conditions, participants made intense sentiment judgments (i.e., selecting the two endpoints

on the range slider) 25% of the time or less. Participants made significantly less intense sentiment judgments in the

Example and Pattern conditions. One possible reason is that participants received an equal or similar volume of

explanations for both sentiments, ultimately leading to judgments of a more moderate intensity. In contrast, access to

the label distribution made participants more likely to make an intense sentiment judgment.

Second, participants spent significantly more time on sentiment judgments in all interface conditions except the

Distribution condition. This result is not surprising—the Distribution condition was simple as it only showed a

pie chart of the sentiment label distribution. In contrast, other interface conditions provided more nuanced textual
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explanations and interactive functions, so participants engaged in activities such as reading and exploring the system.

Regarding the time interval for the entire judgment process, only the Example condition significantly slowed participants

down. One possible reason is that participants spent time reading detailed reviews before making judgments.
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Fig. 4. Effects of different interface conditions on participants’ behaviors with means and 95% confidence intervals. The star mark

highlights interface conditions with statistical significance (𝑝 < .05) compared to the Baseline condition.

5 DISCUSSION

In this section, we summarize the effects of our three tools, report on additional analyses regarding RQ1, discuss design

implications, and review limitations of our study.

Summary of Results: In our study, we designed three tools to help participants understand the predictiveness of

an unintuitive feature in a sentiment classifier. Our tools had different effects compared to the no-tool baseline. The

Distribution tool, which showed the label distribution of training instances containing the word, represents the most

abstract evidence. While it helped participants make sentiment and feature consideration judgments correctly and

quickly, it did not improve perceptions. The Example tool, which provided a set of training examples containing the

word, is a natural approach to explaining unintuitive features. Using this tool, participants spent significantly longer

time pondering on each question but failed to make more correct sentiment judgments. The Pattern tool, which

extracted contextual patterns containing the word, provided a summary of underlying phenomena associated with

the unintuitive feature. While it helped participants make more correct sentiment judgments and listed more correct

scenarios, its effects on feature consideration were only marginally significant (𝑝 = .056).
To summarize, no tool alone could help participants both: (1) understand the predictiveness of an unintuitive feature

and (2) have better perceptions of the system and their experience. The best approach is to provide a combination of

tools (i.e., Pattern+Distribution and Example+Distribution). Prior studies have found a similar trend. That is,

providing a combination of tools or visualizations helps end-users better understand a machine learning model than

providing a single tool/visualization [8, 19, 41].

Additional RQ1 Analysis: The listed scenarios in RQ1 reflected how participants rationalized unintuitive word-

sentiment relations in their own words. They provide insights into different strategies participants took to explain

unintuitive features. We analyzed these data regardless of interface conditions and discovered five strategies. The

dominant strategy was to list concrete examples that carry the sentiment and contain the word (𝑁 = 3, 030 out of all
3, 447 listed scenarios). We report on four other strategies as follows.

First, participants explained the predictiveness of a word by describing semantic patterns (𝑁 = 347), including a

word’s meaning (“heavy means sturdy.” ), its typical usage in product reviews (“wait indicates a slow shipping speed.” ),

and its typical usage in natural language (“stay is used for long-lasting and durable.” ).
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Second, participants explained the predictiveness of a word by describing lexical clues (𝑁 = 11). This included

explaining the use of an adjective or adverb (“completely is an amplifier typically used for negative things.” ), the tense of

a word (“lasted implies that the product stopped working.” ), and the differences between a word’s singular vs. plural form

(“star is singular, thus less likely to be as positive [than] its plural form like ‘five stars’.” ).

Third, participants engaged in pragmatics analysis (𝑁 = 56). In such cases, participants thought about the intention

and implication behind a word when used in a review. Examples included “people are more likely to complain about

something special [...], especially something as small as a seal.” as well as “people don’t tend to be happy if something just

works.” Under the second and third strategies, participants described evidence that is highly nuanced. From the lens of

the dual process theory in psychology [24], these participants exhibited more thoughtful and critical investigation,

which is a different reasoning process compared to using heuristics such as a word’s literal meaning.

Finally, some participants made judgments based solely on the label distribution (𝑁 = 3), (e.g., “I see zipper is

associated with negative reviews more.” ) Such scenarios were not considered valid. However, they demonstrate that some

participants took shortcuts by referring to the majority label when explaining the predictiveness of a word.

Design Implications: Our study provides two major implications for future designs of XAI tools.

First, XAI tools that provide feature importance explanations should prepare to further explain why a feature is predictive.

In our study, we focused on predictive features in a relatively simple model (i.e., logistic regression using unigrams)

and a simple task (i.e., sentiment classification). Our results found that many predictive features can be perceived as

unintuitive to humans even in such a simple context. The same is likely true for more complex models and tasks. One

possible explanation is that while machines learn predictive features from statistical patterns, humans understand

a concept (e.g., sentiment) based on semantics, pragmatics, prior experience, and multi-step reasoning [21, 48]. For

example, “minutes” was predictive of positive for automotive product reviews and negative for pet product reviews.

Logistic regression models learned these statistical patterns without further asking why. However, for these trends to

make sense to humans, it is helpful to further realize that “minutes” in automotive product reviews is typically used to

describe a quick installation and that “minutes” in pet product reviews is typically used to describe a short product

lifespan. These additional explanations are helpful because they provide the broader context that humans need to

position and reason about an otherwise unintuitive statistical pattern (i.e., “feature 𝑥 is predictive of label 𝑦”).

Second, predictive yet unintuitive features can be attributed to relevant patterns and contexts in the training data.

While prior studies employed pairwise feature interactions in a local example to explain predictive yet unintuitive

unigrams [4, 22, 51], our tools explained unintuitive unigrams by tracing them back to the origin—the label distribution,

relevant examples, and contextual patterns extracted from training data. Our results confirm the efficacy of this approach.

Compared to participants without access to any tools (i.e., Baseline condition), participants who had access to our

contextual pattern tool and distribution tool (i.e., Pattern+Distribution condition) were better able to correctly judge

a word’s sentiment, correctly judge a word’s predictive power, describe scenarios for why a word is predictive, and had

better perceptions of the AI system and their experiences. This finding suggests two important points supported by

prior work. First, end-users benefit from being able to scrutinize why a feature is predictive in addition to knowing

predictive features only [28, 29]. Second, communicating information about the training data is an effective approach

to enhancing an end-user’s understanding of and trust in a machine learning model [1].

Limitations and Opportunities for Future Work: Our study has several limitations. First, we focused on

unintuitive features in the context of sentiment analysis. Explaining unintuitive features in more complex NLP tasks

where word-label relations are more nuanced such as deception detection [30], toxicity detection [12], and sarcasm

detection [23] may require new tools. Second, we focused on explaining unintuitive unigrams learned by a logistic
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regression classifier. Future work should explore the generalizability of our tools to other feature representations and

models (e.g., non-linear models). Finally, in our study, participants were asked to scrutinize individual features that

were predicted to be unintuitive. Future work could explore visualizations that nudge users to recognize that a feature

is unintuitive and explore such unintuitive features based on their own curiosity.

6 CONCLUSION

Although showing predictive features is a prevalent approach to explaining machine learning models, features deemed

as predictive by machines can be incomprehensible or unintuitive to humans. Predictive yet unintuitive features often

represent phenomena that are not obvious without additional explanations. Our research took initial steps toward

explaining unintuitive features by using sentiment analysis of product reviews as a case study. We focused on explaining

the predictiveness of an unintuitive unigram feature by showing (1) label distribution, (2) sampled training examples,

and (3) contextual patterns mined from training data. We conducted a crowdsourced study (𝑁 = 300) to evaluate

the efficacy of our tools from different perspectives. While the quantitative label distribution could quickly convince

participants to accept the unintuitive association between a feature and a label, seeing concrete examples and especially

contextual patterns improved participants’ qualitative understanding of the underlying phenomena and subjective

perceptions of the provided tools. The best results were achieved when the tools where combined. Our research shows

that it is both possible and useful to explain predictive yet unintuitive features learned by sentiment classifiers. It opens

up research opportunities to investigating problems of similar nature in a wider range of tasks and models.
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A STUDY TASK ALLOCATION

200 Predictive Features 𝑆!

Stratified sampling
120 words
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BART
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Fig. 5. Word sampling and task allocation. We used the zero-shot classifier to estimate 𝑃𝑧(𝑦 = 𝑝𝑜𝑠 ⋃︀𝑤), the probability that word

𝑤 conveys positive sentiment, for every word in sets 𝒮+ and 𝒮− (i.e., predictive of positive and negative according to the logistic

regression model). For Phase 1, we applied stratified sampling to select 120 words and organized them into 12 batches of 10 words

each. Each batch was redundantly judged by five participants. For Phase 2, we applied selective sampling to select 40 words and

organized them into 10 batches of 4 words each. Each batch was redundantly judged by six participants, each in a different interface

condition. Three criteria were used for the selective sampling. First, we included words with 𝑃𝑧(𝑦 = 𝑝𝑜𝑠 ⋃︀𝑤) < 0.2 from set 𝒮+. These
are words that are paradoxically predictive of positive. Second, we included words with 𝑃𝑧(𝑦 = 𝑝𝑜𝑠 ⋃︀𝑤) > 0.8 from set 𝒮−. These are
words that are paradoxically predictive of negative. Third, we included words with 0.2 ≤ 𝑃𝑧(𝑦 = 𝑝𝑜𝑠 ⋃︀𝑤) ≤ 0.8 from sets 𝒮+ and 𝒮−.
These are words that are unintuitive regardless of which sentiment they are predictive of.
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B PHASE 2 SYSTEM INTERFACE

c

Detailed frequency is given in
conditions with (D).

Fig. 6. Phase 2 questions and tools. In the Baseline condition, question box (A) was positioned in the middle. Otherwise, it was

positioned on the left side. Questions were displayed on consecutive pages instead of simultaneously on one page. Tools were

presented on the right side: (B)-Example, (C)-Pattern and (D)-Distribution.
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